[06:29:28] DB: Sweden the rape capital of the world?
Cover-up: The Swedish Left’s Sacrifice of Women to Political Correctness
http://www.thenewamerican.com/world-news/europe/item/20142-cover-up-the-swedish-left-s-sacrificeof-women-to-political-correctness
[06:35:12] KTS: That's what happens when you stick to a victim narrative over holding people
personally responsible for their own actions. As soon as you have two victim classes clash, you're left
without any tools to work with.
[06:38:29] KTS: The thing that bothers me is that the victim has to ALWAYS be a victim. They can do
no wrong. If they do something wrong, then it confuses people; a victim wouldn't hurt someone, there
has to be a reason why they'd do something blatantly horrible like rape or murder - clearly it must be
the oppressor's fault that they were murdered in their sleep! The victim has to remain a victim at all
times.
[06:43:23] DB: Can't be holding peeps responsible for stupidity KTS!
[06:43:37] DB: Sheesh what do you think this is reality or something?
[06:43:39] Sol: That just won't do DB.
[06:44:10] KTS: The problem is, they're missing the point. Everyone thinks they're the protagonist of
their own story; even Hitler thought he was the good guy. People who think of themselves as victims
see other people as oppressors, and they lash out at them in anger and fear, even when there's nothing to
be angry nor fearful about.
The KKK was, and still is, considering themselves to be the victims of blacks stealing their jobs and
eroding their family values.
The Nazis blamed a lot of people for how shitty their country had become... and to be perfectly blunt,
they were right. France really did fuck over Germany hardcore. Under the modern definition, the Nazi's
were the victim class, and had every right to bomb the shit out of France because the French were the
oppressor class.
The problem is that people can't update their ideas very well. It's also blatantly obvious that, at some
point, Germany wasn't the victim anymore. They'd turned into the oppressor.
Sweden, same thing; at some point racism against Muslims has turned into Muslims being allowed to
commit rape and murder with impunity because they're the victim and can do no wrong.
The "victim" status is a problem because people equate "victim" with "innocent", and the fact of the
matter is, you can be a victim and still do horrible, terrible things. You can be both the oppressor and
the victim at the same time, and victim status isn't indefinite.

[06:44:56] KTS: Bleh, we need to get rid of the word "victim" entirely from our vocabulary, because
it's causing more problems than it solves.
[06:45:24] DB: Oh Christ, can't use survivor!
[06:45:50] DB: Can we just call them all feminists? :D
[06:48:22] KTS: Nah, won't work, feminists don't all consider themselves victims
[06:48:28] KTS: Some of them consider themselves white knights =P
[06:49:53] KTS: Seriously though, the causality link of "victim" to "never at fault for their own
actions" is too strong to be useful.
[06:51:21] KTS: It means it's all right for people to justify anything as long as they're of a victim class.
I could murder anyone here and they'd be tripping over themselves looking for an excuse to blame you
for your own death, rather than trying to hold me accountable, and that idea terrifies me because I know
damned well I can't trust myself with a total lack of accountability.
[06:52:21] KTS: The whole great power = great responsibility thing. If you have zero responsibility for
your actions, THAT IS POWER, and therefore you must be given responsibility for it.
[06:52:26] KTS: Making it a paradox
[06:52:38] KTS: You can't have someone who exists without responsibility because of it

